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Self-organized nanoscale structures in Si/Ge films
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Abstract

Nanotechnologies of the future will demand the creation of large arrays of nanoscale structures and morphologies for electronic
and optoelectronic devices. One approach to the creation of such arrays is to ‘‘let nature do it’’. By depositing on each other
semiconductor materials that differ slightly in lattice constant, one can use the resulting lattice strain to obtain arrays of three-
dimensional crystallites or ‘‘quantum dots’’. Repeated deposition of alternate layers of one material and the other into a multilayer
film enhances the regularity in position and size of these quantum dots, giving the prospect of a three-dimensional array of tiny
structures that can communicate electronically but without wires. The concept is illustrated with experiments using SiGe films
deposited on Si(001). © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction may occur only at much smaller scales, suggesting
a significant opportunity for the development of

Although the microelectronics industry has con- nanolithographies, nanoprocessing methods, and
tinued to amaze skeptics with its ability to respond nanocharacterization technologies that will enable
to new technological issues as the dimensions of the present paradigm for silicon electronics to
devices have shrunk, it is becoming clearer that at reach its ultimate limits. As illustrated in the article
some scale present device fabrication technology by Quate [3], in this volume, scanned-probe tech-
will reach limits at which it becomes economically niques, led by the scanning tunneling microscope
feasible to consider alternative approaches to com- and the atomic force microscope, are significant
puting and data storage. The miniaturization contenders as the silicon nanoprocessing and char-
trend, were it to continue along the path articulated acterization tools of the future. Yet eventually
by Moore’s Law [1,2], would soon reach into the physical limits (such as tunneling currents through
nanoscale, conventionally defined to be below sev- gate oxides [1] or statistical effects in doping very
eral tens of nanometers, except for likely limits in small structures) in the present CMOS paradigm
the fabrication process [1]. Yet limits set by physi- may require entirely new approaches to computing.
cal laws for present CMOS-based device strategies One possible avenue is the use of heterojunctions

(alloys of Si, Ge, and/or C in thin-film form in
contact with alloys of a different composition or* Corresponding author. Fax: (+1) 608 265.4118;
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tials through band offsets), paralleling the very have also driven this research. Using SiGe/Si heter-
ojunctions, several types of devices [5] (e.g. hetero-successful approach used in III–V semiconductor

technology. A unique capability of such Group IV junction bipolar transistors, field-effect transistors,
and long-wavelength infrared detectors) haveheterojunction devices would be operation at the

nanoscale level, i.e. operation as quantum confined already been fabricated, showing greatly enhanced
performance over their conventional counterpartsdevices or quantum tunneling structures, through

structural miniaturization. One-dimensional min- [5]. The building blocks of these new devices are
quantum wells, in which carriers (electrons and/oriaturization is easily achieved, by forming layered

films using atomic beam epitaxy or chemical vapor holes) are confined in two dimensions. Misfit
strain, arising from the 4% lattice mismatchepitaxy. However, unique quantum properties,

some based on the actions of a single electron between Ge and Si, is an important part of such
quantum well devices, because it determines the[2,4], can be achieved only with two- or three-

dimensional confinement. Regular arrays of well- maximum thickness of smooth films (wells) and
controls band structures (band gap and band-edgedefined ‘‘quantum dot’’ structures would be partic-

ularly valuable in such applications. Such struc- offset), mobility of carriers, and quantum con-
finement potential. Because strain-induced self-tures must be different enough in composition

from the surrounding matrix so that significant organization of structural and morphological fea-
tures provides an attractive route to nanostructureband offsets occur, they must be small enough so

that charge carriers are spatially confined, and fabrication, as mentioned above, strain may play
an even greater role in lower-dimensional quantumthey must be uniform in size, so that the energy

levels of the confined charge carriers are well structures than it does in quantum wells [6 ].
In film growth, manipulation of the growthdefined.

One could imagine a nanolithography, ana- kinetics and/or surface thermodynamics allows
manipulation of the size and shape of growinglogous to the scanned-probe approaches described

by Quate [3], to create an array of quantum dots structures, be they 2D or 3D. A large body of
knowledge exists by now on such control [7]. Inin a film or a pattern on which such dots might

form [2,4]. Nature provides a possible alternative lattice mismatched films in which the lattice mis-
match is not too high (the classic Stranski–approach to creating such arrays that is certainly

faster and easier and may produce devices in the Krastanov systems [8], of which Si/Ge is a model
example), the formation of 3D crystallites (here-not too distant future. Nature has a tendency to

organize atoms into regular structures: snowflakes, after referred to as islands) is thermodynamically
required early in the growth of a film. Initiallycrystal shapes of all kinds, biological entities. By

the manipulation of proper parameters, one can these 3D islands are coherent with the substrate
lattice (i.e. free of dislocations, but strained). Veryfrequently assist, control, or modify this self-organ-

ization. For selected systems, and in particular well-defined nanocrystals of Ge (or Ge-rich alloy)
have been observed in Si/Ge growth, in particularSi/Ge films, the control and manipulation of stress

brought about by the different sizes of the compo- on Si(001) [9–12]. Fig. 1 shows an example. Under
proper growth conditions, these 3D islands havenent atoms allows one to use nature to grow arrays

of 3D quantum dot-like crystallites in a matrix. nanometer dimensions, thus in principle lending
themselves to use as quantum dots. Yet, grown inThis review summarizes briefly the present status

of stress-mediated growth of quantum dot struc- a single film on a typical Si(001) surface, these 3D
islands, despite their beauty and crystalline perfec-tures in Si/Ge films.

The growth of Ge and SiGe alloys on Si has tion [9–12], are not sufficiently uniform in size and
position to consider their use in any practicalattracted considerable interest in recent years as a

classical model system for investigations of mor- applications. In III–V materials the situation is
similar; in addition, the 3D islands do not appearphological instabilities of a strained thin film.

Potential applications in future electronic and to be as well defined (for a recent review emphasiz-
ing III–V materials, see Ref. [13]). But additionaloptoelectronic devices, already alluded to above,
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Fig. 1. Scanning tunneling microscope image of a single ‘‘hut’’ island formed during the deposition of pure Ge on Si(001). The height
of the island is ~3 nm, while the base dimensions are of the order of 20 and 40 nm. All faces are perfect {105} facets. The vertical
scale is distorted: the islands actually have an 11° apex angle. After Ref. [10].

levels of control can be imposed. For example, review we briefly summarize the state of under-
standing of strain-induced 3D island formation invicinal surfaces, with monatomic-height steps, have

been used as templates for the nucleation of 3D single films and multilayers of SiGe on Si(001),
with the hope that this summary will give at leastislands along rows [14,15], as well as for the

growth of ‘‘quantum wires’’ [16 ]. Such templates a hint of the vast potential of such structures for
future nanoelectronic technologies.significantly improve the positional uniformity of

the array of nucleated clusters; however, mon-
atomic-height steps tend to meander and their
spacing is often irregular. The greatest improve- 2. Morphological evolution in strained films
ment in narrowing the size and spatial distributions
of the 3D islands comes through the use of multi- Under given growth conditions (temperature,

growth rate, sample orientation and miscut, modelayers of alternating SiGe and Si films, where the
vertical repetition of the films acts as a selective of deposition, etc.), the mode of strain relaxation

of a SiGe thin film during growth on Si dependsfilter for both size and spacing. The result is a
three-dimensional array of coherent 3D islands in critically on misfit strain, i.e. the thickness of the

film and the concentration of Ge in the SiGe alloy.which the partial vertical correlation of the islands
continues to improve the uniformity in size and The activation barrier for different modes of strain

relaxation scales differently with misfit strain e.lateral spacing as more layers get added. In this
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Theoretical analyses [17,18] show that the barrier tration of x=0.2 (Fig. 2a) are smooth with an
r.m.s. roughness s=0.15 nm, which correspondsfor nucleating a dislocation decreases with increas-

ing strain as e−1, while the barrier for nucleating to that of the substrate. The image exhibits no
morphological features, although on a submicro-a coherent faceted 3D island decreases with

increasing strain as e−4. This competition in relax- meter-scale image equidistant monatomic steps are
visible. For a Ge concentration of x=0.45, stepation modes has been confirmed by growth of

SiGe alloy on a nominally perfectly oriented bunch ripples cover the film surface (Fig. 2b). The
r.m.s. value of surface roughness is 0.3 nm. TheSi(001) surface [18]: at low Ge concentration

(below 1%, i.e. low misfit), dislocations form ripple formation is caused by step bunching
[19,20], driven by misfit strain rather than by stepbefore noticeable surface roughening; at high Ge

concentration (high misfit), coherent 3D islands flow kinetics [20]. At high Ge concentration (x=
0.75, Fig. 2c), a ‘‘granular’’ structure is superim-appear before dislocations form. On a vicinal

surface, however, the bunching of steps created by posed on the ripples, causing a considerable
increase in the overall roughness (s=0.8 nm).the misorientation, which has no nucleation bar-

rier, is expected to be the dominant initial strain High-magnification images show that this granular
structure is caused by many interlocked 3D ‘‘hut’’relaxation mechanism. Fig. 2 shows three AFM

images of a single layer of 2.5 nm thick Si1−xGe
x

islands [10] (see Fig. 1), coherent with the sub-
strate sitting on top of the ripples. Although thealloy film grown on a vicinal Si(001) substrate

miscut 0.25° from [001] for three Ge concen- complete phase space for formation of such 3D
islands has by no means been established, it istrations x, demonstrating the effect of alloy com-

position on surface morphology [15]. For the expected, from considerations described later in
this review, that ripple and 3D island formationgrowth conditions used, films with a Ge concen-

Fig. 2. Atomic force microscope image of three SiGe film growth fronts to illustrate the effect of alloy composition on morphology.
All three films have a thickness of 2.5 nm. The scanning direction is [110]. (a) Ge concentration x=0.20. The film is smooth with an
r.m.s. value of surface roughness s=0.15 nm, the same as that for the substrate; (b) x=0.45. The film displays a clear ripple structure,
with s=0.35 nm. (c) x=0.75. The film displays roughness on top of the ripple structure, s=0.8 nm. The 3D hut islands (Fig. 1)
produce this extra roughness. After Ref. [15].
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move to lower Ge concentrations for thicker SiGe slowly as the Ge coverage is increased indicate
that the formation of 3D islands is driven by thefilms and that there exist growth conditions for

which the islands can be smaller and others for low surface free energy of {105} facet planes.
Because hut islands form preferentially at lowerwhich the islands will be absent.

The feature of interest in the self-assembly of growth temperatures (<600°C), and because they
transform completely to macroscopic islands afterquantum dot arrays, namely the 3D coherent

island formation at high Ge concentrations, is still annealing at higher temperatures [10], they are
believed to be a metastable intermediate phasepoorly understood. We know that 3D islanding

acts as the major mechanism for strain relaxation. facilitating the formation of stable and strain-
relaxed macroscopic islands. The kinetics of hutAs mentioned earlier, the growth of Ge or SiGe

alloy on Si proceeds via the Stranski–Krastanov island formation are still unknown. At low growth
temperatures the concentration of huts is much(SK) mode [8]. Ge initially grows layer by layer,

forming a wetting layer several monolayers thick, higher than that of macroscopic islands, indicating
that the huts have a lower formation barrier andfollowed eventually by the formation of dislocated

islands that have the Ge lattice constant, with are much easier to nucleate. Thus, hut islands
define the onset of the transition from 2D to 3Ddislocations formed at the Ge/Si or SiGe/Si inter-

face. Between these morphological stages occurs a growth and provide an easier kinetic path for
formation of the equilibrium rough surface con-transition from 2D to 3D growth that is charac-

terized by the formation of 3D faceted islands sisting of macroscopic islands. The small formation
barrier for huts can result from the low surfacecoherent with the substrate [9–12]. It proceeds via

kinetic pathways that are complex and not fully energy of their {105} facets (see discussion below).
Steps in 100� directions, formed in the Ge layersunderstood.

Because Ge has a lower surface energy than Si, during growth or deliberately introduced by initial
substrate miscut, may lower the hut formationGe (or SiGe alloy) initially wets the Si substrate.

The thickness of the wetting layer is extended barrier by acting as nucleation sites [10,31].
Theories show that, under appropriate condi-beyond what would be expected just on energetic

grounds by partial strain relaxation [21] through tions, coherent hut islands can be not only energeti-
cally more stable than both the strained epitaxialvarious surface roughening processes, such as for-

mation of surface vacancies [22] and steps [23], film and dislocated islands, but also kinetically
favored over the nucleation of dislocationssurface reconstruction [24–26 ], step roughness

modification [27], step bunching [19,20], and for- [18,32,33]. The coherent hut islands allow the
partial relaxation of strain by elastic deformationmation of 2D islands separated by one- to three-

monolayer deep ‘‘canals’’ [10,28,29]. For a recent at the expense of introducing extra surface area.
In general, the strain relaxation energy is propor-summary of the initial stages of Ge growth on

Si(001), see Ref. [30]. In the growth of pure Ge tional to the volume of the island V, while the
increase in surface free energy scales with theon Si(001), 3D islands start to form when the Ge

coverage exceeds 3 ML [10,28]. Initially all the 3D surface area (V2/3). Considering an island of trape-
zoidal shape with a small facet angle, the total freeislands are coherent with the substrate (i.e. disloca-

tion-free) [9–12], and have well-defined facets energy of the island can be expressed [18] as
E=aCV2/3−be2V, where a and b are coefficients[10,12], giving a prism-like ‘‘hut’’ shape or a four-

sided pyramid (see Fig. 1). All four faces are related to the island facet angle, V is the volume
of the island, e is the misfit, and C is the surfaceperfect {105} facet planes. The base axes of the

huts are always aligned along two orthogonal energy anisotropy between the normal orientation
and the beveled edge. Clearly, for a sufficiently100� directions.

The four facets in these 3D ‘‘hut’’ islands always large island (or equivalently a pit), formation of
the island (or pit) is energetically favored.appear in a perfect completion. This and the

observation that the number density of the hut Kinetically, the thermal activation barrier is pro-
portional to C3/e−4 for nucleating islands [18],islands increases rapidly while their size grows
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but scales as e−1 for nucleating dislocations [17]. separation of the step bunches that form in the
initial layers of the SiGe film, giving the appear-Thus, for large misfit ( large e), islands are kineti-

cally favored over dislocations, while for small ance of ‘‘chains’’ of 3D hut islands [15]. The 100�
steps may lower the nucleation barrier for themisfit, dislocations are favored [18]. The formation

barrier also depends sensitively on surface energy formation of {105} facets [10,28].
anisotropy C. The smaller the value of C, the lower
the barrier. It is likely that the smaller difference
in surface energy between the strained Ge(100) 3. Self-organization in multilayer films
face and (105) faces makes the microscopic hut
islands kinetically favored over macroscopic The discovery that interfacial morphology can

replicate across many layers of a thin-film multi-islands, although the macroscopic islands are ener-
getically more stable by incorporating other faces layer structure was initially made in the develop-

ment of thin-film multilayer diffraction gratingswith steeper facet angles to allow more strain
relaxation. This picture is consistent with the for use as soft-X-ray optical elements [39,40].

Quantification of the degree of vertical correlationobservation that hut islands form preferentially at
lower temperature and transform to large islands of a given interface morphology, as well as the

correlation length both in the plane of the inter-after annealing at higher temperature [10]. C is
also generally smaller at higher temperature, and faces and vertically, became possible through the

development of X-ray diffuse intensity measure-the islands will have multiple facets with less well-
defined overall shape and structure [9,10,12]. In ments [40,41], which are specifically sensitive to

such interfacial morphology. An application oforder to grow thicker smooth films, it is possible
to suppress hut island formation by decreasing e this diffuse X-ray scattering method led to the

discovery of stress-induced step bunching of vicinal(e.g. grading the alloy concentration, as already
pointed out), decreasing C (e.g. by using surfac- Si(001) substrate steps during SiGe growth [19]

described earlier and of the vertical replication oftants [34]), or growing at low temperature.
Most strained-film growth of Group IV materi- step bunches that form in one SiGe alloy layer

through subsequent Si spacer layers and alloyals, by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) [35,36 ], by gas source MBE [37], and layers [19]. Confirmation is provided through

AFM measurements of the outer surface morphol-by solid source MBE [9–12,38], has focussed either
on low concentrations of Ge in the SiGe film, in ogy of these multilayer films [15], which give a

step bunch ripple height and spacing that corres-which the coherent 3D islands are absent or just
beginning to develop, or on single films in which ponds to those provided by the X-ray scattering

measurements. In addition, the diffuse X-ray scat-the distributions in size and spacing of the coherent
3D islands are broad. Fig. 3a, a higher-resolution tering measurements allow one to determine that

there is a slow lateral migration of the step bunchesAFM image of a region of Fig. 2c, is indicative of
the best arrangement of islands that has been as they correlate vertically [19], something that is,

of course, not possible with AFM.found in a single layer [15]. Each square or
rectangle is a hut (Fig. 1) with four perfect {105} A replication through multiple layers of the 3D

island morphology formed in high Ge concen-facets. All base axes are aligned along 100�. The
mean base dimension is ~30 nm, but the distribu- tration SiGe alloy films has been demonstrated

with AFM measurements taken at intermediatetion is broad. Because the bases align along 100�,
a substrate deliberately miscut by the proper points in the build-up of the multilayer film (e.g.

2, 10, 20, 40 layer pairs) [42]. Although in generalamount toward 100� can act as a template to
restrict the distribution of base dimensions [10,15]. the replication of interface morphology in multi-

layer films is not well understood, in the modelFig. 3b shows an AFM image of hut islands grown
on such a template: the long base dimension is system represented by 3D SiGe islands sitting in

or on a matrix of Si, a physically reasonablenow restricted to one 100� direction and the
other base dimension is narrowly fixed at the mean description of the replication process has been
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Fig. 3. Gray-scale AFM images of single 2.5 nm thick films of Si0.25Ge0.75 deposited on Si(001). (a) Higher-resolution image of a
section of Fig. 2c, showing the 3D island distribution. All bases align along 100�. The ripples are faintly visible as broad light and
dark stripes running from upper left to lower right. (b) Substrate deliberately miscut toward [100]. All steps and step bunches now
have a 100� orientation. The 3D islands align in chains along these directions, with their narrow dimension (perpendicular to the
steps) controlled by the ripple spacing. After Ref. [15].

presented [43]. We will discuss this model in the The self-organization process of the coherent
SiGe islands in a SiGe/Si multilayer structurecontext of the detailed observations on the SiGe

system. [6,42,43] grown on Si(001) is most remarkable.
On a single layer of SiGe alloy, the islands, formedThe growth by solid source MBE of multiple

alternate layers of Si and SiGe with a high Ge in the shape of prism-like ‘‘huts’’ with {105} facets
and coherent with the substrate [42], exhibit acontent has led to the demonstration that stress-

driven self-organization can produce a very regular broad distribution in size and shape. Fig. 4a, a
three-dimensional representation of the samearray of crystallites coherent with the substrate

and having a narrow size distribution [6,42,43]. sample shown in Fig. 3a, vividly illustrates these
broad distributions. In a multilayer (consisting ofThe alternate formation of faceted SiGe 3D islands

to relieve stress and relatively thin Si spacer layers alternating layers of pure Si and SiGe alloy) grown
at the proper conditions, the 3D islands organizeto mediate the distribution of the strain leads to a

progressively more uniform size and spacing of progressively into uniformly sized crystallites in a
square pattern [42]. With increasing bilayerthe islands, as well as a vertical organization [42].

The composition of the SiGe alloy and the thick- number, the 3D islands become larger, adopt more
or less square bases, and arrange preferentially onness of the Si layer can be adjusted as controlling

parameters. This finding has raised the possibility chains along 100� or into a square pattern. The
self-organization has been quantified [15,42] byof increasing the uniformity in size and spacing of

the nanoclusters in a controlled way, providing a determining the power spectral density of the
surface roughness [44]. For a particular set ofpossible mechanism for obtaining the quality

required for electronic and optoelectronic growth parameters and fixed alloy composition
[42], for example, the aspect ratio of island base‘‘quantum dot’’ devices [6 ].
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional AFM images of hut island distributions illustrating the effect of multilayering on narrowing the size and
spacing distributions. (a) Single layer, 3D view of the same sample as shown in Fig. 3a. (b) 20 bilayers of 2.5 nm SiGe and 10 nm
Si, grown on Si(001). The islands have become square pyramids, very well arranged and uniform in size, and about twice as large
as in (a). After Ref. [42].
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lengths decreases from 1.5 for the first layer to layer structure, i.e. it is mediated by the spacer
layers.~1.1 for the top layer of a 20 bilayer film,

A simple model based on continuum elasticityindicating that the islands are becoming predomi-
theory [43] captures the most salient features ofnantly square-based four-sided pyramids. The dis-
the self-organization of coherent 3D islands in atribution in base sizes narrows by a factor of three.
strained multilayer film. The Si spacer layer medi-The mean length of the island bases approximately
ates the strain due to the buried 3D islands,doubles to ~75 nm. The {105} facets are main-
creating a surface strain distribution that is favor-tained throughout. Fig. 4b shows an AFM image
able for the formation of regularly spaced andof the surface morphology of such a film, indicat-
sized islands. The islands are treated as sphericaling a quite regular array of pyramids that are
inclusions in an isotropic elastic matrix, and aresmall enough to serve as quantum dots.
assumed to be small relative to their lateral andThe self-organization can be controlled by
vertical separation. As an island is buried to achanging the thickness of the Si spacer layers [42].
depth L, it produces a surface strain (i.e. the tracesPure Si deposited on top of the SiGe alloy layer
of the 2D strain tensor) distribution with a deepsmooths out the island morphology [42,45,46 ]. A
minimum (negative) right above the buried island,10 nm Si layer deposited on top of the island
a maximum (positive) at lateral offsets larger thanstructure shown in Fig. 4b is sufficient to smooth
LE2, and a smooth drop-off to zero at largethe growth front to nearly what it was for the
distance [43]. Because formation of a 3D islandsubstrate. Increasing the Si spacer layer thickness
on the surface is most favorable where the localto 300 nm while maintaining all other growth
surface strain (due to buried islands) reduces theconditions leads to a much less pronounced self-
mismatch between surface and island, it is assumedorganization. Growth without a Si spacer layer
[43] that the only factor biasing island nucleationeliminates the self-organization [42].
at the surface is the strain due to all buried islands,The self-organization can be controlled further
with nucleation at each surface strain minimum

by using the polar and azimuthal miscut angles of
(i.e. local minimum in misfit), and nowhere else.

the substrate to guide and constrain 3D island (This assumption is appropriate if there is sufficient
formation [10,15]. As we showed above, for sub- diffusion on the length scale of the lateral strain
strates cut toward 100�, the step bunches that variation. Otherwise, reduced misfit of the
form guide 3D island formation already in the first Stranski–Krastonov wetting layer lowers the local
layer, because the islands have 100� base direc- chemical potential, decreasing the nucleation rate
tions. The coherent 3D SiGe islands are superim- [18].) The volume of an island is assumed to be
posed on the ripple structure. Because the proportional to its Voronoi polygon, i.e. adatoms
organization is already better in the first layer, it diffuse to the nearest island during growth. Thus,
is expected that a multilayer film will have an even in general, a buried island causes a preferential
better organization in size and spacing than what nucleation of a new island above it. However, if
is shown in Fig. 4. These experiments have not yet two islands are very close together, they produce
been done, however. only one island when their surface strain fields

Diffuse X-ray scattering measurements on such overlap, combining two close minima into one
multilayer films reveal vertical correlations larger minimum; if two islands are too far away,
between 3D islands at different interfaces [19], in an extra new island nucleates between them at the
addition to the progressively improved uniformity shallow minimum of almost zero strain. In this
in size and spacing in each consecutive layer deter- manner the Si spacer layer acts as a bandpass filter
mined with AFM. Other measurements [47–50], for the morphology. The islands on the surface do
in both Group IV and Group III–V, show that more than just mimic, more or less faithfully, the
3D islands in adjacent alloy layers are located arrangement in the layer below. The island spac-
predominantly on top of each other. Apparently, ings and sizes actually become more regular with

each successive layer.the self-organization is a property of multi-
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This simple theoretical model [43] omits many
important complexities of real systems. For exam-
ple, the islands are not well separated laterally
[42], and they are far from spherical, having
pyramidal or prismatic (‘‘hut’’) shapes consisting
of {105} facets [10,42]. Nevertheless, this theory
illustrates the qualitative behavior observed in
experiments and captures a very real and simple
effect: in a multilayer film, under appropriate
growth conditions, 3D islands that form in a
strained layer to relieve the strain will self-organize Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of an ideal three-dimensional array
into arrays having progressively better spatial and of 3D islands buried at regular intervals in an Si matrix and

replicated vertically. Such arrays would have potential assize distributions, and in fact will form a vertical
quantum dot lattices.superlattice with correlation between the islands

in the different layers. These growth processes
provide a potential approach for fabricating practi- to investigate the growth of such arrays, using

both molecular beam epitaxy and chemical vaporcal quantum dot arrays.
deposition. One can expect rapid progress in nar-
rowing the parameter space to provide the neces-
sary control to create real structures like the one4. Quantum dot superlattices
shown in Fig. 5.

A number of potential applications exist forThe suggestion to fabricate quantum dot struc-
tures in semiconductor materials using strain- such arrays of ‘‘quantum dot’’ structures. The

difference in composition of 3D island and matrixinduced clustering was, to our knowledge, first
made in 1985 [47]; the necessary structural coher- provides a band offset that allows the possible

trapping of charge. The small size of the 3D islandsence between substrate and 3D crystallite was
confirmed in 1990 for both Group IV [9] and allows localization of the energy levels of these

charge carriers. One can expect uses for suchGroup III–V [51] systems, and vividly illustrated
the same year with scanning tunneling microscopy arrays in memories, in wireless ‘‘switches’’ as

charge is transferred from one dot to an adjacentmeasurements of Ge ‘‘hut’’ structures grown on
Si(001) [10]. Since then, a plethora of work, one with an electric field, in detector arrays, and

in luminescent devices. As one example, considerfocussed primarily on III–V materials, has sought
to prove, with some success, the possibility of the luminescent properties of SiGe dots. Neither

Si nor Ge is thought of as a good luminescentfabricating arrays of regularly-sized 3D clusters
that can serve as quantum dots by combining material, although porous Si and Si/SiO2 multi-

layers have shown luminescence [53,54]. We havephoto- or electroluminescence measurements with
growth [13]. The introduction of multilayering not been able to demonstrate luminescence from SiGe

dot arrays that is clearly related to the existenceonly improves the size and spatial distribution of
the islands, making them more suitable as quantum of a regular array of 3D islands with a narrow

size distribution [55]. Fig. 6 shows a photolumin-dot arrays, but also introduces a third dimension.
Fig. 5 shows schematically an ideal array of escence spectrum. The luminescent line at 806 meV

appears only if a highly organized array of {105}quantum dot islands: a uniform small size, a
regular spacing laterally, a vertical correlation, and faceted pyramids as in Fig. 4b exists. A poorly

organized array, as in Fig. 4a, does not produceat all levels a structural coherence with the matrix.
Such 3D coherent crystallites that are not only this line, which is extremely sharp and persists to

a temperature of 180 K, far above the temperatureslaterally but also vertically self-organized may play
an important role in ‘‘quantum dot’’ lasers [52]. usually associated with luminescence from Group

IV materials.Experiments are underway at a number of places
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Fig. 6. Photoluminescence spectrum from the SiGe quantum dot array shown in Fig. 4b. The line at 806 meV exists only if a highly
organized array of uniformly sized 3D pyramidal islands is present. Spectra from films such as those shown in Fig. 4a do not show
this line. After Ref. [55].

5. Conclusions new islands on top of islands existing in layers
below. Such structures may open the doors to a
host of new electronic and optoelectronic applica-This review has attempted to provide a brief

overview of the use of lattice mismatch strain in tions. Of course, we still need to find ways to
connect the dots with the outside world.the growth and self-organization of arrays of 3D

crystallites (islands) coherent with the lattice of
the matrix material. If such islands are small
enough, uniform in size, and uniform in spacing,
they are suitable as quantum dots, because of band Acknowledgements
offsets and charge confinement. The necessary
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